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Lesson Objective: To be able to carry out a self
assessment on a persuasive letter linked to
deforestation.



Previously

• Yesterday in Literacy you should have written your persuasive
letter to Sir David Attenborough on deforestation. You should
have decided which side of the argument you agree with and
tried convince him that your opinion is right. In your persuasive
letter you should have:

1. A title which implies your point of view.
2. A powerful introduction which frames the issue, why it’s

important and what needs to happen.
3. Main body – 3 key arguments to support your point of view.
4. Conclusion – this should include your key argument and should
summarise what needs to happen next.



Starter

• As a starter I want you to reflect on the persuasive letter that you wrote
yesterday. Whilst you are reading it, check to see if you have included the
following things. If you can find them great, if you haven’t included some of
them see if you can edit your letter and make it better.

• If you can find these things please write down the evidence from your letter
to support it.

• Emotive language
• Powerful adjectives
• Connectives to join your ideas up
• Rhetorical questions
• Repetition



Task

Your task today in Literacy is to do a self assessment on your persuasive
letter. Your self assessment should be based on the ‘persuasive texts
checklist’. To do this you will firstly need to familiarise yourself with
the checklist and read through your work. This task is a chance to
reflect upon how successful you were in writing your persuasive letter
and finding out ways you could improve it.

Steps to do your self assessment:
1. Familiarise yourself with the ‘persuasive texts checklist’.
2. Read through your persuasive letter.
3. Try to find the things that you have included with evidence. Try to

establish what you haven’t included.
4. Complete the ‘Self Assessment Worksheet’.



Task

Red Task – I can identify what I did well in my persuasive letter
and can identify areas for improvement too.

Yellow Task – I can describe at least 2 strengths for my
persuasive letter and also explore areas for improvement linked to
the checklist provided. I can also support these points with
evidence from the text.

Green Task – I can explain a range of strengths and areas for
improvement linked to the checklist provided. I can support these
points with evidence from the text and can explain what
persuasive techniques I used to convince the reader to agree with
my viewpoint.
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